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The effect of carbon-based nanoparticles (CNPs) on biological systems is currently of great concern.

Yet, few experimental techniques are capable of directly imaging and probing the energetics of such

nano-bio systems. Here, we use coarse grain molecular dynamics simulations to study spherical

fullerene molecules interacting with dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine (DPPC) lipid membranes. Using

free energy calculations we show that all the tested fullerene molecules can spontaneously diffuse into

both a lipid bilayer and a lipid monolayer. In addition, we establish that large fullerene molecules tend

to partition preferentially into bilayers, which affects the lipid monolayer-to-bilayer transition during

the respiration cycle. Our results identify a possible CNP perturbation to the function of the pulmonary

monolayer membrane and suggest a potential pathway for CNP entry into the body through lung

inhalation.

1 Introduction

Carbon-based nanoparticles (CNPs), such as spherical fullerenes

and carbon nanotubes, have many potential applications in

nanoelectronics, energy conservation devices, cancer therapy,

drug delivery, and biological sensors due to their unique

mechanical and electronic properties.1,2 With increasing interest

in CNPs in science and industry, the environmental, safety, and

health (ESH) concerns of CNPs have recently been a focus of

attention.2

One route of exposure to CNPs is through lung inhalation.3–5

In human lungs, the alveolus inner surface contains the lung

surfactant monolayer (or pulmonary surfactant monolayer)

which reduces the air/water surface tension and prevents the

lungs from collapsing at the end of expiration. In the 1950s it was

found that respiratory distress syndrome in premature infants is

caused by a lack of pulmonary surfactant and it is now estab-

lished clinical practice to treat this disease by using exogenous

surfactant preparations.6 Lung surfactants (LS) include proteins,

cholesterol, and various phospholipids.7,8 Numerous experi-

mental (both in vivo and in vitro) and computational studies have

been conducted to investigate the surface properties, structure,

and function of the pulmonary monolayer.8–21 It has been shown

that the alveolus inner surface includes multiple lipid bilayer

stacks12,13 which are stabilized by surfactant proteins (SP-B and

SP-C) and connected with the pulmonary monolayer.8–10 During

the respiration cycle, the lung alveoli surface expands and

contracts which leads to the expansion/compression of the

pulmonary monolayer. During compression, the excess lipid

molecules leave the monolayer and are stored in the bilayer

stacks located just below the monolayer in the fluid phase; lipids

then cycle back to the monolayer during expansion. The cycling

of lipid molecules between the monolayer and bilayer stacks is

regulated by the surfactant proteins. All-atom molecular

dynamics (AAMD) simulations have been used to understand

the interactions between the surfactant proteins and the lipid

monolayer.17–19 More recently, Baoukina et al. utilized coarse

grain molecular dynamics (CGMD) to explore the molecular

mechanism of the pulmonary monolayer collapse and trans-

formation into bilayer structures during the respiration cycle.20,21

Nanoparticles present in the atmosphere, through inhalation,

can interact with the inner surface of the lung alveoli.3–5 The

toxicity of CNPs, according to various experimental results,

remains disputable.22–34 This controversy is partly due to the

variation of the CNP size, shape, functionalization, and aggre-

gation state in different experiments.35,36 Huczko et al. reported

minor toxicity of CNPs towards lung tissue.22 Yang et al. showed

that C60 has minor effects on the monolayer surface properties,
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e.g. the surface tension/area isotherm.23 On the other hand,

in vivo tests using mice have shown that CNPs can induce airway

fibrosis and granulomas in the lung,24,25 although a very recent

study concluded that the toxicity is attributable to CNP aggre-

gation.34 To gain an understanding of the bio-activity of CNPs at

the molecular level, Violi et al. used AAMD to study the effect of

airborne CNPs on the pulmonary monolayer.37 Their results

showed that CNPs can easily penetrate the monolayer and may

affect interactions between the LS proteins and the LS phos-

pholipids. Further translocation of CNPs into the water phase

was found to be unfavorable.

In this study, we used CGMD to investigate the effect of

spherical fullerene molecules on a dipalmitoyl phosphatidyl-

choline (DPPC) lipid monolayer, which is a model pulmonary

surfactant monolayer. From the CNP family we chose to focus

on spherical fullerenes and assessed how different sizes of

fullerenes impact the lipid monolayer-to-bilayer transition

during the respiration cycle. Our results show that large fuller-

enes strongly perturb the lipid monolayer-to-bilayer trans-

formation energetics.

2 Methods

2.1 Fullerene model

Fullerene molecules were constructed from the CG benzene site

(BER) developed by DeVane et al.38–40 This representation has

previously been applied to study the effect of spherical fullerenes

on a lipid bilayer.40,41 In this study, the fullerene molecules we

focused on were C60, C180, and C540. With the CG : AA carbon

mapping ratio of 2 : 3 for the BER site, CG C60, C180, and C540

molecules contain 40, 120, and 360 interaction sites, respectively.

We placed 40 BER beads on a spherical surface of radius 0.35 nm

for C60, 120 BER beads on a 0.61 nm radius spherical surface for

C180, and 360 BER beads on a 1.05 nm radius spherical surface

for C540. Each fullerene CG representation was relaxed through

energy minimization with the BER beads constrained to the

spherical surface. The resulting energy-minimized structure for

the CG fullerene was subsequently treated as a rigid body in the

MD studies using the rigid module in LAMMPS which precludes

intramolecular bond and angle potentials.42 Fig. 1 illustrates the

molecular structure of the three fullerene molecules and their

corresponding CG representations.

2.2 Lipid monolayer model

One important feature of the lung surfactant (LS) monolayer is

to reduce the surface tension at the air–water interface. The

actual lung surfactant (LS) monolayer is a complex mixture of

protein, cholesterol, and phospholipids, wherein DPPC is the

major component. The interaction between fullerenes and LS

molecules thus requires consideration of fullerene–lipid,

fullerene–protein, and fullerene–cholesterol interactions among

others. To approach such a complex system, we began in this

study with a DPPC monolayer. Studies with multiple LS

components will be reported in the future. The CG model for a

DPPC monolayer developed by Shinoda et al. has been shown to

reproduce the experimental surface tension versus area per lipid

isotherm.43 In addition, from the same study, a simulation of an

oversaturated DPPC monolayer with an initial area per lipid of

0.4 nm2 showed the spontaneous formation of a bicelle, indi-

cating the ability of the model to study the monolayer to bilayer

transition in the absence of the protein, cholesterol, and other LS

components.

2.3 Molecular dynamics simulation

CGMD simulations were performed using the LAMMPS MD

package.42 All CG simulations were carried out using a two level

RESPA multi-time step integrator.44 The bond and angle

potentials were evaluated in the inner timestep of 2 fs, and the

non-bonded interactions, including van der Waals and electro-

static interactions, were evaluated in the outer timestep of 20 fs.

The van der Waals and the short range electrostatic interactions

were truncated at 15 !A. The long range Coulomb interactions

were calculated via standard Ewald summation implemented in

the LAMMPS package with the maximum root mean square

error of 1 ! 10"4 in the per-atom forces.45 The Nos"e–Hoover

algorithm was used to control the temperature with the damping

factor of 100 fs and the pressure with the damping factor of

1000 fs.46 The CG models for water and DPPC molecules were

taken from the CG force field developed by Shinoda et al.,43,47

and the interactions involving the BER site used the parameters

developed by DeVane et al.38–40

For equilibrium studies, the DPPC monolayer system was

composed of a water slab with two water–vacuum interfaces

protected by two symmetric DPPC monolayers normal to the z

direction. The system included 84 000 water CG sites (equivalent

to 252 000 water molecules) and 2048 DPPC molecules

(1024 DPPC per monolayer) in a simulation unit cell of size

25.3 ! 25.3 ! 40.0 nm3. This corresponds to an average area per

lipid of 0.63 nm2 (62.5 !A2) with a surface tension of

z31 mN m"1.43 The box z dimension (Lz) was set to 40.0 nm to

minimize the interaction between the system and its periodic

images. For the fullerene–DPPC monolayer systems, fullerene

molecules were inserted into the vacuum phase 1.5–2.5 nm from

the DPPC monolayer (measured between the centers of mass

of the fullerene and the DPPC monolayer). To study the effect of

the C60 concentration, we tested 5, 10, and 20 C60 molecules per

monolayer, which correspond to [C60]/[DPPC] molar ratios of

4.9 ! 10"3, 9.8 ! 10"3, and 2.0 ! 10"2, respectively. In our

previous studies, we showed that C60 aggregates in both a

hydrocarbon melt and a lipid bilayer, which is also expected here

Fig. 1 All atom structures (top row) and coarse grain representations

(bottom row) of the fullerene molecules C60, C180, and C540 used in this

study. The bottom right figure displays a representative geometry of the

5-membered C60 cluster used to study the effect of C60 aggregates on lipid

monolayers.
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in the hydrophobic interior of the lipid monolayer.39,40 However,

such aggregation depends on the diffusion of C60, and a long

equilibrium simulation (>100 ns) is thus required.39,40 Hence, in

this study, we started with four 5-membered C60 clusters (Fig. 1),

equivalent to a [C60]/[DPPC] molar ratio of 2.0 ! 10"2, to study

the influence of C60 aggregates. The size of the 5-membered C60

cluster (with an average radius of 0.74 nm) is between the sizes of

C180 and C540. No constraints were applied to maintain the

integrity of the cluster during the simulation. For C180 and C540,

we tested 10 fullerene molecules per monolayer, namely a

[fullerene]/[DPPC] molar ratio of 9.8 ! 10"3, and compared with

the C60 systems to study the effect of fullerene size. All systems

was equilibrated at 323 K under the NVT ensemble for 20 ns.

To investigate the lipid monolayer to bilayer transformation

during the respiration cycle, we laterally compressed the mono-

layer system to decrease the average area per lipid to 0.40 nm2

leading to a negative surface tension and monolayer collapse.

Fig. 2 illustrates the process of (1) system equilibration at

0.63 nm2 per lipid, (2) compression to 0.40 nm2 per lipid, and (3)

re-equilibration of the system at 0.40 nm2 per lipid. The

compression (step 2) was done by changing the box x- and

y-dimensions, Lx and Ly, at a constant rate of 0.51 nm ns"1 for

10 ns. We also tested the compression rates of 0.051, 0.255, 0.51,

and 5.1 nm ns"1. All compression rates give similar results as to

the monolayer collapse and surface energy change (data not

shown). This is consistent with the study by Baoukina et al. who

Fig. 2 (a) The compression–expansion cycle used to study the lipid monolayer–bilayer transition: (1) the system first was equilibrated at 0.63 nm2 per

lipid for 20 ns; then (2) compressed in the lateral dimensions for 10 ns to 0.40 nm2 per lipid; (3) the system was then equilibrated for 20 ns at 0.40 nm2 per

lipid; (4) for certain fullerene–monolayer systems, the system was further re-expanded for 10 ns back to 0.63 nm2 per lipid and (5) re-equilibrated for

20 ns. (b) The time evolution of the surface tension for a pure DPPC monolayer system during each step in two consecutive compression–expansion

cycles. The surface tension measured every 2 ps is plotted in pink. The black line shows the running average of every 200 data points.

9612 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 9610–9616 This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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reported that the pathway of monolayer collapse was indepen-

dent of the monolayer composition, compression method, and

rate.21 For computational efficiency, we chose the compression

rate of 0.51 nm ns"1 for all the monolayer systems. After

compression, the system was relaxed and equilibrated at

0.40 nm2 per lipid for 20 ns under the NVT ensemble (step 3). For

certain monolayer systems, after equilibration at 0.40 nm2 per

lipid, the systems were expanded back to 0.63 nm2 per lipid at the

same rate of 0.51 nm ns"1 in the x- and y-dimensions for 10 ns

(step 4), and then equilibrated for 20 ns (step 5) to test the

reversibility of the monolayer compression.

2.4 Free energy calculations

The free energy profile of a fullerene transferring across the lipid

monolayer was calculated using the umbrella sampling technique

combined with the weighted histogram analysis method

(WHAM).48 The monolayer system used for the free energy

calculations contained 512DPPCmolecules and 21 000water CG

sites within a simulation unit cell of 12.7! 12.7! 40.0 nm3, which

was a quarter of the system size used in the equilibrium studies.

The transfer free energy profile was evaluated as a function of the

z-distance between the centers of mass of the fullerene and the

lipid monolayer. Sampling windows were deployed every 0.4 nm

in the z-direction, eachwith an applied harmonic biasing potential

of force constant 209.2 kJ mol"1 nm"2. Each sampling window

was simulated under the NVT ensemble at 323 K for 40 ns. The

initial configuration of each sampling windowwas extracted from

one of two equilibrium trajectories where the fullerene was placed

in vacuum or in the aqueous phase as the starting configurations.

The error of the free energy profiles was estimated via the boot-

strap method.49 Considering the system with the largest fullerene

(C540) and assuming a C540 cross-section of pr2, where r is the

radius of C540, we may estimate that the area per lipid changes

from0.63 nm2 to 0.62 nm2 after C540 insertion into themonolayer,

which is considered to have a limited effect on the free energy

calculation.

For comparison, we also computed the transfer free energy of

a fullerene for a DPPC bilayer system. The bilayer system con-

tained 512 DPPC molecules and 20 500 water CG beads in a

12.7! 12.7! 15.6 nm3 simulation unit cell which corresponds to

an average of 0.63 nm2 per lipid and a total system surface

tension of near zero.43 The sampling windows and the corre-

sponding biasing potentials were the same as for the monolayer

system. The initial configuration of each sampling window,

similar to the monolayer system, was extracted from an equi-

librium trajectory with the fullerene placed in the aqueous phase

as the starting configuration. Each sampling simulation of the

lipid bilayer system was performed for 40 ns under the NPxyT

ensemble at 1 atm and 323 K where the x- and y-dimensions of

the simulation box are coupled and the z-dimension dilates and

contracts independently. The convergence of the free energy

profiles is shown in the ESI.†

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Effect of fullerenes on a DPPC monolayer

We performed 20 ns equilibrium simulations of DPPC mono-

layer systems with [fullerene]/[DPPC] molar ratios of 4.9 ! 10"3,

9.8 ! 10"3, and 2.0 ! 10"2 for C60, and of 9.8 ! 10"3 for C180

and C540. The surface tension of each monolayer is calculated by

g # Lz

2

!
hPzzi"

"
Pxx $ Pyy

#

2

$
(1)

where Pxx, Pyy, Pzz are the diagonal pressure tensor components,

the angle brackets indicate the time average, Lz is the z-dimen-

sion of the simulation box, and the first factor of 1/2 is due to the

two monolayers in the system. The error is evaluated using

the block-averaging method.50 As shown in Fig. 3, the

surface tension slightly increases with the C60 concentration,

from 31 mN m"1 for pure DPPC to 32 mN m"1 for [C60]/

[DPPC] # 2.0 ! 10"2. The small effect of C60 on the surface

tension agrees with the experimental results reported by Wang

and Yang.23 On the other hand, C60 clusters, each with an

average radius of 0.74 nm, have a larger effect on the surface

tension compared with dispersed C60 of the same concentration

([C60]/[DPPC] # 2.0 ! 10"2). This may be due to the large size of

the C60 aggregate so that DPPC molecules cannot fully cover the

fullerene surface leading to an exposure of the C60 surface to the

vacuum or water phases. Such size effects can also be seen by

comparing the surface tension of C60, C180, and C540 doped

DPPC monolayers. For C180 (radius # 0.61 nm), the surface

tension is similar to C60 of the same fullerene concentration. For

C540 (radius # 1.05 nm), the fullerene can no longer be entirely

contained within the lipid monolayer which results in partial

exposure of the C540 molecules to the water or vacuum phases. In

addition, the large size of C540 causes a decrease in the effective

area per lipid molecule. Assuming a C540 cross-section of pr2,
where r is the radius of C540, we can roughly estimate that, for the

[C540]/[DPPC] # 9.8 ! 10"3 monolayer system, the area per lipid

is reduced to 0.59 nm2. The overall surface tension of the C540–

DPPC monolayer system includes the interfacial tensions of the

lipid–water, lipid–vacuum, C540–water, and C540–vacuum inter-

faces. The resulting system surface tension is much lower than for

C60 or C180 doped monolayer systems with the same fullerene

concentration.

Fig. 3 The surface tension of the monolayer as a function of the

fullerene concentration. Monolayers doped with C60 and the C60 cluster

are plotted with circles and a square, respectively. The systems containing

C180 and C540 are represented using a triangle and a diamond,

respectively.
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Fig. 4 illustrates the free energy profiles of transferring

fullerene molecules from vacuum, through the DPPCmonolayer,

into the water phase. All tested fullerenes show a propensity to

partition into the DPPCmonolayer suggesting their spontaneous

diffusion into the membrane. Also, the interaction between the

fullerene and the DPPC monolayer increases with the fullerene

size. For a 5-membered C60 cluster, we observed a greater free

energy change compared with a C60 molecule. The more favor-

able interaction free energy with the monolayer for the large

fullerene sizes can be correlated to the decrease in overall surface

tension as shown in Fig. 3. If we view the water–vacuum interface

with the DPPC monolayer as a simple liquid–vacuum interface,

the greater free energy changes for larger fullerene sizes can be

interpreted as the result of a larger removal of liquid–vacuum

interface in analogy to Pieranski’s derivation of the interfacial

localization of particles.51

3.2 DPPC monolayer to bilayer transition

Fig. 2 displays snapshots of a pure DPPC monolayer system at

the end of each step of the compression–expansion cycle. After

compressing an equilibrated system from 0.63 nm2 to 0.40 nm2

per lipid (step 2), the DPPC monolayer buckles and starts to

form a bicelle structure – a disk-like, bilayered lipid micelle. After

20 ns of equilibration (step 3), two bicelles from the two inter-

faces are nearly detached from the DPPC monolayer. Upon re-

expanding the compressed system back to 0.63 nm2 per lipid and

equilibrating for 20 ns, one of the bicelles fuses back into the

DPPC monolayer whereas the other one remains detached from

the monolayer. The system surface tension converges at the end

of each equilibration step indicating the system interfacial energy

is equilibrated. In the actual pulmonary surfactant layer in lung

alveoli, proteins are needed to connect the bilayer lamella with

the monolayer and assist in transporting the lipids back to the

monolayer during the respiration cycle.8,17–21 However, the

monolayer system studied here contains only DPPC molecules,

and thus a bicelle cannot easily fuse back into the monolayer if it

detaches as seen in Fig. 2.

Similar compressions were conducted on the systems with

[fullerene]/[DPPC] molar ratios of 2.0 ! 10"2 for C60 and

5-membered C60 clusters, and 9.8 ! 10"3 for C180 and C540.

Fig. 5 shows the snapshots for each system after equilibration of

the compressed systems (step 3 in Fig. 2). For the monolayer

systems doped with C60, C60 clusters, and C180, one large bicelle

was formed from each monolayer after the compression as seen

in the pure DPPC system. Fullerene molecules were observed

inside each bicelle. For the C540 doped DPPC monolayer,

multiple small bicelle structures containing C540 molecules were

formed instead of one large bicelle, indicating a strong pertur-

bation of the lipid monolayer–bilayer transition.

3.3 Fullerene partitioning between monolayer and bilayer

structures

To study the effect of fullerene molecules on the DPPC mono-

layer–bilayer transition, we calculated the free energy profile of

transferring a fullerene molecule from water into a DPPC bilayer

and compared with the monolayer system. The resulting free

energy profiles for C60, a 5-membered C60 cluster, C180, and C540

are shown in Fig. 6. For C60, the transfer free energy minimum

value for the DPPC monolayer (DGmono # "117 kJ mol"1) is

very close to that for the bilayer (DGbilayer # "121 kJ mol"1).

Similarly in the C180 systems, the monolayer DGmono is

"184 kJ mol"1, close to DGbilayer of "184 kJ mol"1. These free

energy values suggest that there is no preference for C60 or C180

to partition in the monolayer versus the bilayer system. In the

case of the C60 cluster, however, DGbilayer is "293 kJ mol"1,

which is more favorable than DGmono # "247 kJ mol"1. This

suggests that C60 clusters prefer being in a DPPC bilayer versus a

monolayer. The difference in the water–membrane transfer free

energy between the monolayer and the bilayer systems is

particularly large for C540 where DGbilayer # "473 kJ mol"1

compared with DGmono # "268 kJ mol"1. This indicates that

C540 molecules have a strong tendency to partition into a lipid

bilayer versus a lipid monolayer. This also suggests that C540

molecules can induce lipid bilayer formation during the system

Fig. 5 The snapshots of the system configurations at the end of the step

3 equilibration shown in Fig. 2 for DPPC monolayer systems doped with

C60 (top left panel), C60 clusters (top right panel), C180 (bottom left

panel), and C540 (bottom right panel).

Fig. 4 The free energy profile of transferring fullerene molecules from

the vacuum phase (z > 0) into the water phase (z < 0) as a function of the

center of mass z-distance between the fullerene and the DPPCmonolayer.

Profiles for C60 and the 5-membered C60 cluster are plotted using the

black solid and black dashed lines, respectively. Profiles for C180 and C540

are plotted using red and blue lines, respectively.

9614 | Soft Matter, 2012, 8, 9610–9616 This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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lateral compression; this results in multiple bicelles formed from

a monolayer system which is different from the behavior of the

other fullerene doped monolayer systems we studied where only

one large bicelle is formed during the compression as illustrated

in Fig. 5.

To further study the bilayer inducing effect of C540, we

expanded the compressed C540–DPPC monolayer system, as

shown in Fig. 5, from 0.40 nm2 per lipid back to 0.63 nm2 per

lipid in a 10 ns period and then equilibrated the system for 20 ns

(step 4 and 5 in Fig. 2). In comparison, we also conducted the

same expansion/equilibration on the compressed C180–DPPC

monolayer system. Fig. 7 displays the system configurations at

the end of equilibration. For C180, the bicelle formed from each

monolayer fuses back into the monolayer after the expansion.

Yet, for C540, due to the large preference of C540 for lipid bilayers,

the bicelles do not fully fuse back into the monolayer but rather

form hemi-spherical buds around C540 molecules creating a local

bilayer-like environment. The failure of the bicelles to fuse back

with the monolayer observed for the C540 system is intrinsically

different fromwhat is observed in the pure DPPC system (Fig. 2).

In the pure DPPC system, the bicelle fails to fuse back due to its

complete detachment from the monolayer; fusion in this case

would be an activated process requiring lipid reorganization. For

the C540 system, the bicelles remain attached to the monolayer

during the compression–expansion cycle. The preferential

solvation of the C540 particles in a local bilayer-like lipid envi-

ronment prevents the lipids from flowing back into the mono-

layer during the expansion cycle. After the expansion, roughly 15

out of the 20 C540 molecules localized in the hemi-spherical

micelles or at the micelle/monolayer junctions. As a result, there

are fewer lipid molecules in the monolayer, and the final surface

tension for the C540–monolayer system after the compression–

expansion cycle is 49.5 mN m"1, much higher than 25.6 mN m"1

before the cycle. This surface energy change is compensated by

the large free energy difference of C540 in the bilayer versus the

monolayer. This suggests that the presence of C540 may strongly

perturb the lipid monolayer–bilayer transition during the respi-

ration cycle in the lung alveoli.

In the actual LS monolayer system, due to the presence of

proteins and other LS components, the detailed mechanism of

the monolayer–bilayer transformation may differ from the

model system used in the present study. However, the free energy

data suggests an equal partitioning of C60 and C180 between the

monolayer and the bilayer, and a preferential partitioning of C540

toward the bilayer system. The combined results suggest that,

after lung inhalation, one possible entry mechanism for fuller-

enes into the body is initiated by the lipid monolayer–bilayer

transition.

4 Conclusions

We performed coarse grain molecular dynamics simulations to

study the effect of different sized fullerene molecules on a DPPC

monolayer system. For all the concentrations tested ([C60]/

[DPPC] # 0 to 0.02), C60 has little influence on the surface

tension of the monolayer system in agreement with the experi-

mental data reported by Wang and Yang.23 Similarly, for the

5-membered C60 cluster and C180, small effects were found on the

system surface tension. However, for a large fullerene such as

C540, the particle size is too large to fully submerge inside the

monolayer leading to partial exposure of C540 to the air and

water phases. The resulting system surface tension is much

reduced from a pure DPPC monolayer.

We also laterally compressed/expanded the DPPC monolayer

system to study the monolayer–bilayer transition. After

compression, for C60, the C60 cluster, and C180 doped DPPC

monolayers, we observed the collapse-induced formation of one

large bicelle structure from each monolayer; fullerene molecules

are included in the budded bicelles. For the C180–DPPC system,

the bicelle fuses back into the monolayer after re-expanding. In

the case of the C540 doped DPPC monolayer, multiple small

bicelles containing C540 molecules were formed after lateral

compression. These small bicelles did not fuse back into the

monolayer after re-expansion of the system. According to our

free energy data, C540 preferentially partitions inside a lipid

Fig. 6 Transfer free energy profiles from water into a monolayer (black)

or a bilayer (red) for a C60 molecule (top left), a 5-membered C60 cluster

(top right), a C180 molecule (bottom left), and a C540 molecule (bottom

right).

Fig. 7 The snapshots illustrate the system configurations at the end of

20 ns of equilibration at 0.40 nm2 per lipid (step 3 in Fig. 2, shown in the

left column) compared with that at the end of 20 ns of equilibration after

re-expansion back to 0.63 nm2 per lipid (step 5 in Fig. 2, shown in the

right column). The monolayer systems doped with C180 and C540 are

shown in the top row and the bottom row, respectively.
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bilayer versus a monolayer. The strong preference of C540

towards a lipid bilayer results in the observed perturbation of the

monolayer–bilayer transition.

The combined results suggest that, during the monolayer–

bilayer transition, fullerene molecules can leave the air–water

interface by partitioning into the bilayer structure formed from

the monolayer collapse. Large sized fullerene particles show a

strong preference to partition into a bilayer which strongly

affects the monolayer–bilayer transition. The molecular mecha-

nism revealed in this work has implications for the size effect of

fullerene on the lung surfactant system. Future studies include

expanding to other CNPs, such as carbon nanotubes and

airborne nanoparticles, and also to a more complex lung

surfactant system containing cholesterol and surfactant proteins.
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